
ELEVATING innovation

POWER | CONNECTIVITY | LIGHTING | INTERIORS | SERVICES | TEST



cruising at 32,000 feet, enjoying a movie
on your mobile device as it charges. With a simple touch,  
you power your seat back and reach to adjust your airflow. 
Lighting winks rhythmically from the wing. The crew is in control, 
supported by connectivity, data and emergency systems that 
work in harmony to deliver a safe, comfortable journey.

What does Astronics have to do with this experience?

imagine

EVERYTHING.

HIGHLY ENGINEERED SOLUTIONS PROUDLY SERVING:

COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT | BUSINESS AIRCRAFT | VIP AIRCRAFT 

ROTORCRAFT | eVTOL | MILITARY AIR- AND GROUND-BASED SYSTEMS 

SPACE SYSTEMS | MASS TRANSIT | MEDICAL SYSTEMS

And countless applications where reliability can not be compromised

Every day, Astronics keeps people connected through innovative technologies  

that support mission-critical systems.

As a true partner, we work side-by-side with customers to solve complex challenges 

with integrated solutions engineered from our array of power, connectivity, lighting, 

interiors, structures, testing, and other technologies.

With 50 years of experience, we understand customer-focused solutions and deliver 

them every day. Today, global airframe manufacturers, airlines, military branches, 

completion centers and Fortune 500 companies rely on the collaborative spirit and  

creative solutions of Astronics.

INNOVATION, COLLABORATION, SUCCESS



ELEVATING INNOVATION 
FOR MISSION-CRITICAL SYSTEMS
Astronics provides a breadth of innovative technologies and proven solutions for 

global programs. From stand-alone products, to complete integrated systems, we 

deliver the solutions you need. Chances are at least one Astronics subsidiary is 

already in your procurement system, making it easy to enlist Astronics as your 

technology partner to ensure the success of your next program.

Our passion is innovative technology. Astronics leads the industry with widely 

deployed solutions that deliver reliable operation for your business, keeping your 

customers satisfied and protecting your quality brand in the marketplace.

POWER &  
MOTION

CONNECTIVITY  
& DATA

LIGHTING  
& SAFETY INTERIORS

TEST & 
SIMULATION

SERVICES & 
STRUCTURES

• Aircraft Data 
Systems

• Connectivity 
Solutions

• VIP IFEC & CMS 
Systems

• Smart Sensing 
Systems

• Avionics Control 
Panels

• Emergency 
Systems

• Enhanced Vision 
Systems

• Aircraft Lighting 
Systems

• Passenger Service 
Units

• Environmental 
Control Systems

• Passenger Service 
Units

• VIP Aircraft 
Systems

• Defense Electronics
• Commercial 

Aerospace
• Test & 

Measurement
• Radio & 

Communication Test
• Mass Transit Test
• Medical Devices
• Training & 

Simulation
• Automation  

and IoT

• Custom Design & 
Manufacturing

• Fuel Access Doors
• Product Design 

Services
• Systems 

Certification
• VIP Aircraft 

Systems

POWER & MOTION  CONNECTIVITY & DATA LIGHTING & SAFETY INTERIORS SERVICES & STRUCTURES TEST & SIMULATION

POWERING GLOBAL PROGRAMS 
WITH INDUSTRY-LEADING SOLUTIONS
Astronics products enhance the performance of your programs today and tomorrow. We 

expertly work complex proposals and support multi-year programs while providing future 

upgrade paths for technologies and systems. We are committed to quality and maintain 

the necessary certifications to deliver qualified solutions worldwide. Wherever you are, 

whatever product you buy, you can rely on the consistent quality of Astronics.

• Aircraft Electrical 
Power Systems

• Seat Actuation 
Systems



CUSTOMER CENTRICITY AT THE CORE
Astronics works closely with you, listening carefully and optimizing solutions to 

fit your mission, meet your timeline, and improve your end-user experiences.

We are experts in streamlining manufacturing, simplifying installation, 

and enhancing reliability—minimizing your total cost of ownership.  

With every major engineering discipline in-house, we are able  

to develop your solutions rapidly and adeptly deploy  

them, certified to industry quality standards.

Astronics delivers solutions worldwide to leading companies including: 

Airbus 

American Airlines

Bell Helicopter 

Boeing 

Carson Helicopters 

Cirrus Aircraft

Collins Aerospace

Comlux

Dassault Aviation

Delta Air Lines

Embraer

General Dynamics

Intelsat

Gulfstream 

L3Harris

Leonardo

Lockheed Martin

NYC Transit Authority

NASA

Panasonic Avionics

Raytheon Technologies

SERVING GLOBAL CUSTOMERS

Safran

Sikorsky

Textron

Thompson Aero Seating

United Airlines

U.S. Army/Navy/Air Force/Marines 

ViaSat

MANUFACTURING STRENGTH, GLOBAL SUPPORT
The marketplace moves quickly and when you need speed and agility, Astronics is 

ready—from design and development to delivery. Our procurement networks and  

service teams provide deep value for your unique program, all with the convenience  

of a single-supplier solution. With 1.3 million square feet of operations and a 24/7 global 

support network, Astronics stands ready to ensure the success of your program.

MULTIPLE SUBSIDIARIES 
TO SUPPORT YOUR PROGRAM
Astronics Advanced Electronic Systems

Astronics AeroSat

Astronics Connectivity Systems and Certification

Astronics Custom Control Concepts

Astronics Luminescent Systems Inc.

Astronics PECO

Astronics PGA

Astronics Test Systems



Astronics Global Headquarters
130 Commerce Way
East Aurora, NY 14052 USA
+1.716.805.1599

astronics.com

Astronics Corporation (Nasdaq: ATRO) serves the world’s aerospace, defense and other mission critical 
industries with proven, innovative technology solutions. Astronics works side-by-side with customers, 
integrating its array of power, connectivity, lighting, structures, interiors and test technologies to solve 
complex challenges. For over 50 years, Astronics has delivered creative, customer-focused solutions with 
exceptional responsiveness. Today, global airframe manufacturers, airlines, militaries, completion centers 
and Fortune 500 companies rely on the collaborative spirit and innovation of Astronics. The Company’s 
strategy is to increase its value by developing technologies and capabilities that provide innovative 
solutions to its targeted markets.

For more information on Astronics and its solutions, visit Astronics.com.
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ELEVATING RESULTS
Reliable technology. Dependable delivery. Astronics is your collaborative, innovative 

partner. Through engineering expertise, proven project management, and manufacturing 

strength, we work with you to elevate your next-generation technology systems.

What can we work on with you?


